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The aestheticism of Wang Guowei was formed in “the historical context of 
cross-cultures” 。 This special context determines that it’s impossible that his 
aestheticism is just the copy of the western aestheticism and simply continuation 
poetics of traditional aestheticism. It was formed in the process of Wan Guowei’s 
acceptance of western aesthetics with his “preexist structure” and “vorsicht”.  
Essentially, this kind of acceptance is a kind of exchange and dialogue basing on 
opening “intersubjectivity” of acceptor and object. This thesis tries to research the 
affair of Wang Guowei’s acceptance of Schopenhauer’s aesthetics and find out the 
internal logic of Wang Guowei’s acceptance of western aesthetics. Thus we can 
understand the connotation and quality of Wang Guowei’s aestheticism better and 
know the reason why he gives up the aestheticism finally. 
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导  论 
 1
导  论 
丹尼尔·贝尔认为，审美主义的出现，意味着传统精神文化的死亡，不仅是
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